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Come supplemento al numero di Luglio dell’Osservatorio Strategico, pubblichiamo questo 
interessante lavoro del Col.(ret) US Army  Vittorfranco Pisano*, col quale il CeMiSS collabora 
da alcuni anni. L’autore, partendo da un nuovo approccio essenzialmente pragmatico allo 
studio del terrorismo e relative contromisure, ha elaborato una sorta di “checklist” in grado di 
facilitare una approfondita analisi di taluni fattori che caratterizzano la attuale minaccia, quali 
il quadro di riferimento, il modus operandi del terrorismo, le costanti e le variabili, gli 
indicatori e quindi l’azione controterrorismo. Questo articolo può quindi risultare 
estremamente utile a coloro i quali, nel mondo accademico e negli Istituti Militari, intendono 
organizzare Masters, corsi o cicli di lezione sull’argomento.  
 

AN APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF TERRORISM AND COUNTERME ASURES 

 
Highly developed countries, as well as developing nations, have been afflicted since the 

1960s by numerous manifestations of a phenomenon generally referred to as terrorism in 
conformity with a long-established term. However, given its gradual acquisition of newer traits 
over the past five decades, this phenomenon should more appropriately be qualified as 
contemporary terrorism. 

 
During the same period, innumerable efforts have been made to define the nature and 

extent of terrorism; to analyze its role and impact within the context of unconventional conflict; 
to quantify its statistical incidence; to establish root causes and more immediate factors in 
various geopolitical arenas; to describe structural models and pertinent dynamics adopted or 
adapted by various aggregations that practice terrorism; to identify sources of support at the 
domestic and international level; to monitor developments in the light of constants and 
variables; to assess the effects of faulty or incomplete information and even downright 
disinformation generated and perpetuated by conspiracy theorists; and to list and evaluate 
passive and active measures in order to counter the terrorist threat. 

 
The conclusions reached by these efforts are far from definitive or univocal. They do, 

nonetheless, contribute to stimulating – in addition to deplorable partisan debate, totally devoid 
of analytical effectiveness – further research intended to produce concrete results that will 
facilitate  training and operations affecting terrorism counteraction. 
 

The pages that follow hopefully constitute a reasoned outline whose primary aim is to 
serve as a training tool, but which might also serve the purpose of dispelling extensive 
confusion surrounding the terrorist phenomenon in its contemporary manifestations. 

 
 
 
 

* Professor Vittorfranco Pisano, a retired U.S. Army colonel, is a specialist in international 
security matters and the author of over 100 books and articles on terrorism. A former 
consultant to the US Senate Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism, he currently teaches in 
the Master of Arts in Intelligence & Security (MAIS) program at the Link Campus University 
of Malta in Rome and serves as an evaluator of courses offered by the US Department of State 
Anti-Terrorism Assistance Program.  
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IDENTIFYING, ANALYZING, AND COMBATTING TERRORISM 

A Multiple Purpose Outline: Course Plan, Training Aid, and Group Discussion 
 
 
1.  Conceptual Frame of Reference 

 
Defining Terrorism 

 

• Conceptual and practical problems 

-- Consensus issue   (No universally accepted definition) 

-- Imprecise term   (Vague/ambiguous derivative of“terror”) 

-- Confusing neologisms  (Neo-t., eco-t., narco-t., etc.) 

-- Complex phenomenon  (Multidisciplinary analytical approach required) 

-- Unreliable reporting   (Incidents, chronologies, statistics, etc.) 

 -- Applicable time frame  (Contemporary: 1960s to date?) 

 

• Frequently used expressions as substitutes for a definition 

One man’s terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter. 

Terrorism is the weapon of the weak …of the poor. (Asymmetric conflict) 

Terrorism is theater  for effect. 

Terrorism is like pornography: Everyone knows what it is, but nobody can 
define it.  

Note:  All four reflect, at best, a partial truth without providing a definition. 

 

Working Definition or Functional Description (Based on empirical observations/considerations)  

 

Terrorism is a form of unconventional conflict characterized by criminal violence; political, 
politico-religious or politico-social motivation; and clandestine structures and dynamics.  

 

Essential Components of Terrorist Phenomenon 

 

• Criminal violence  

• Political, politico-religious, or politico-social motivation  

• Clandestine structures and dynamics 
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Terrorism  Is Thus Distinguishable from Other Phenomena 

 

• Legitimate use of force     (Rule of law) 

• Common and organized crime  (Economic or other non-political motivation) 

• Ordinary political violence     (Non-clandestine) 

 

 

Major Classifications       (Entail distinctions) 

 

1(a). Classical terrorism 

• Political motivation 

• Small arms and conventional explosives 

1(b). New terrorism or neo-terrorism    (Comprises five components) 

• Religious terrorism    (Improper term; religion as faith 

vs. religion as ideology) 

 -- Reflects specific roots and objectives  (E.g., theocracy; anti-abortion) 

 -- To be distinguished from cults and sects 

 -- Some characteristics in part or totally present 

  > Radical fringes of broader religious movements 

  > Crisis mentality 

  > Name of group frequently reflects 

   >>Alleged exclusive possession of truth 

   >>Method of struggle 

   >>Ultimate end 

  > Presence of militant clerics or spiritual guides 

  > Frequently dual-structured 

   >>Religious ministry and social services 

   >>Broad range of terrorist acts 

>Birth in positive or negative response to certain events  

>Total war against infidels often without geographical 
boundaries 

• Ecological terrorism or eco-terrorism  

 -- Reflects specific roots and objectives   

>Eco-centrism   

>Bio-centrism 
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• Narco-terrorism 

-- Self-financing instrument  

• Nuclear, radiological, biological, chemical  terrorism or NRBC terrorism  

-- Also referred to as “super-t.”- “mega-t.”- “hyper-t.” - “catastrophic t.” 

-- Instrument of aggression  with WMD 

  > No NR incidents to date (Therefore hypothetical) 

  > Limited BC incidents to date 

• Cyber-terrorism (To be distinguished from cyber-war and cyber-crime) 

-- Operational support tool (Widely used)  

    > Indoctrination and training 

    > General research and intelligence collection 

    > Internal communications and coordination 

    > Propaganda (including psy-ops) and recruitment 

    > Raising funds and other material resources  

> Responsibility claims 

-- Instrument of material aggression (Hypothetical to date)  

    > Paralyze or alter technological systems 

Note: Classical terrorism and neo-terrorism coexist. The latter has not replaced the 
former. Neo-terrorism reflects various structural and dynamic aspects of classical 
terrorism. 

 

2(a). Domestic terrorism   (Normally reflects greater statistical incidence)  

 -- Involves citizens and territory of only one country  

2(b). International terrorism   (Normally reflects lesser statistical incidence)  

 -- Involves citizens or territory of two or more countries 

 -- Transnational terrorism variety entails crossing of borders  (Spill over) 

 -- Major varieties and trends of international terrorism 

  > Secular Palestinian Resistance Organizations 

  > Combatant Communist Parties 

  > Radical Islamic groups and networks    

 -- Occasional spates (E.g., Armenian and Kurdish incidents)  

Note: Both domestic and international terrorism  constitute a significant threat.     

3(a). Non-state terrorism (Also called sub-national terrorism)  

-- Often referred to as terrorism from below 
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3(b). State terrorism  (Distinction between state t. and state-sponsored t.)  

-- Often referred to as terrorism from above  

4(a). Terrorism as a stage within the spectrum of unconventional conflict 

• Subversive agitation 
-- Essential for subsequent stages  

• Terrorism 

-- Usually urban-based   

-- Draws upon subversive agitators  

-- At times by-passed as a stage 

• Insurgency 

-- Some territorial control; generally rural 

 -- May directly follow subversive agitation 

• Civil war 

 -- Often termed internal warfare  

• Revolution 

 Note: Revolution is also achievable through popular insurrection or coup d’état. 

 4(b).Terrorism as an instrument within any stage of the spectrum unconventional 
conflict 

 

Sponsorship  

 

• State sponsors 

-- Terrorism List 

-- State sponsorship limited to certain groups 

-- Systematic sponsorship   (direct; indirect/proxies) 

  -- Occasional sponsorship  (direct; indirect/proxies) 

• Private sponsors   

 -- Privatization  

 

Terrorist International: Reality or Myth? 

 

There are international linkages among certain groups with common goals. 

There is no central headquarters directing all terrorist actions in a specific direction. 
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Factors Potentially Conducive to Terrorism 

 

• Domestic societal factors   -  Facilitate birth and growth of terrorism through 
exploitation 

-- Historical 

-- Political 

-- Social 

-- Economic 

-- Religious  

• Transnational factors 

 -- Spill over from other geopolitical areas 

• Presence and role of radical/revolutionary subcultures   -   Constitutes the overriding 
factor 

-- Leftist inspiration  

> Marxist-Leninist 

> Anarchist 

> Internationalist 

-- Rightist inspiration 

> Neo-Nazi 

> Ultra-Nationalist 

> Racist 

> Counter-separatist 

-- Ethnic/separatist inspiration 

> Ancillary ideological aims, if present, vary 

-- Theocratic inspiration 

> Within single state or region 

> Global reach 

-- Single-issue inspiration 

> Environment 

> Human rights 

> Peace 

> Other 

Note: Terrorism does not develop in isolation. It feeds upon and exploits a wide variety 
of ideological and material factors.  
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Incidence of the Terrorist Threat 

 

Law and order     (Always) 

National security    (Particularly if state-sponsored) 

Regional stability    (Under certain circumstances) 

Foreign policy interests   (Under certain circumstances) 
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2.  Terrorist Modus Operandi: Mind-Set, Structures, and Dynamics  (Operational 
Dimension) 
 

Note: Structures and dynamics are determined and conditioned by intentions and capabilities.  

 

Group Mind-Set 

 

• Indicative of self-image 

 -- Vanguard or propelling force 

 -- Auxiliary role or supporting force 

• Impacts  upon 

  -- Structure 

  -- Membership 

  -- Strategy    (“3-legged stool”= ends + means + concepts) 

 

Basic Structures 

 

• Four major types or options   (At times flanked by parallel structures) 

-- Organization 

> Rigidly structured   (Theoretically highly disciplined)  

> Long-range planning 
> Sophisticated operations 

 -- Formation  
> Loosely structured   (Ample autonomy and initiative) 
> Targets of opportunity  

 -- Network    (Variation: Network of networks) 

> Core element 

> Satellites with varying degrees of dependence or subordination 

  -- Ad hoc group 

> Momentary 

> Generally limited potential 

 

Structural Characteristics and Variations  

 

• Cellular     (Security requirement) 

-- Uni-cellular and multi-cellular variations 
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• Compartmented    (Security requirement) 

 -- Operational levels 

 -- Support levels  

• Centralized or decentralized 

• Leadership / hierarchy  

 -- Top level 

  > “Supreme commander”   (Actual or nominal) 

 > Directorate      (More frequent) 

-- Intermediate level 

> Mid-level supervision and coordination 

 >> Leaders 

 >> Assistants 

-- Bottom level 

 > Cellular and/or sub-cellular configurations with respective leaders 

    >> Number of cells proportional to overall group strength 

• Option of centralized planning and decentralized operations 

• Sectors / functions: personnel, intelligence, operations, logistics   
• Support systems 

  -- Parallel structures  (2-track, 3-track, multiple track)  
  -- External support  
  -- Linkages  

 
Personnel     (Numerical strength varies from group to group) 

 

• Full-time militants 

• Part-time militants   (Multiple roles) 

-- Including plants and cut-outs 

• External supporters   (Unaffiliated) 

• Sympathizers    (Unaffiliated) 

 

Recruitment 

 

• Institution-based 

 -- Universities 

 -- Factories 

 -- Unions 
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 -- Unemployed 

 -- Extra-parliamentary circles 

 -- Prisons 

 -- Refugee camps 

 -- Religious institutions  (Temples of worship and associated centers) 

 -- Immigrant communities 

• Area-based 

 -- Regional 

• Group absorption / merger 

• Use of conduits 

• Some recruitment techniques 

 -- Net 

 -- Funnel 

 -- Infection 

 -- Seed crystal 

 

Personnel Profile  

 

• Inadequacy of sample 

• Assumptions 

• Mutability over time 

• Desirable information   

-- Age 

-- Gender 

-- Education 

-- Profession / work experience 

-- Financial status 

-- Social status 

-- Religious affiliation 

-- Marital status  

  -- Original environment 

-- Criminal record 

-- Record of political or other militancy 

  -- Area / environment where recruited by current group 
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  -- Current operational environment 

  -- Other relevant information  

 

Targets    (Selection depends upon group goals) 

 

• Symbolic   (Ideology-driven; representative of designated enemy) 

Note: One target may represent a single or multiple enemy target category. 

• Pragmatic   (Practical result sought, e.g. acquisition, destruction) 

• Lucrative 

• Accessible 

Note: The most desirable terrorist targets reflect all four characteristics.  

 

Terrorist Calculus 

 

If the most lucrative/remunerative target is not accessible, a less lucrative/remunerative but 
more accessible target will be selected. 

 

Targeting    (Preceded by intelligence collection and planning) 

 

• Selective 

• Indiscriminate 

  Note: For certain terrorist groups, indiscriminate targeting is actually selective.  

 

Operations    (Types of terrorist incidents) 

 

• Threat   (Stated aggressive intent) 

• Hoax    (False alert) 

• Vandalism   (Damage to property though various means) 

• Arson / bombing  (Rudimentary and sophisticated devices)  

(IEDs, BBIEDs, VBIEDs) 

• Ambush   (Armed attack to wound, kill, or seize)  

• Raid  (Armed attack to wound, kill, or seize often entailing forced 
entry) 

• Abduction   (May include “political trial” and related initiatives)  

• Hostage taking  (Often incidental to other operations)  

• Hijacking   (Seizure of airplane, ship, or other vehicle) 
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• Ritual killing   (Normally perpetrated by politico-religious groups) 

• Suicide attack  (Various modalities) 

 Note: Certain terrorist groups are characterized by specific types of operations. 

 

Standard or Repetitive Tactics 

 

• Moving vehicle bomb  

 • Stationary vehicle attack 

 • Exterior attack  

 • Standoff weapons 

 • Forced entry 

 • Covert entry 

 • Insider compromise 

 • Mail-bomb delivery 

 • Supplies-bomb delivery 

 

Operational Patterns  

 

• Time element    (Actions in relation to particular events current or past)  

• Coordinated attacks   (Simultaneous or related actions in various locations) 

• Clusters    (Actions against specific categories of targets) 

• Bargaining 

  -- Demands 

  -- Unilateral truces 

  -- Negotiations 

 

Weaponry      (Surprise; overwhelming force upon attack) 

 

• Traditional     (Conventional explosives and small arms) 

• Weapons of mass destruction - WMD   (Currently largely hypothetical) 

  -- Constitute “overkill” for groups that practice classical terrorism 

  -- Attract certain groups motivated by politico-religious ends 

-- Could appeal to restoration ecologists 

-- Practical limitations    (Depending on device) 

 > Acquisition 

 > Production 

 > Conservation and storage 

 > Transportation 
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 > Concealment 

 > Actual employment   (Weather conditions) 

• WMD substitutes 
• Possible aggressive use of information technology (IT) 

 
Training  
 

• Type 

-- Rudimentary  

 -- Para-military  

• Location 

-- In-house   

-- External 

• Instruments  

 -- Manuals 

  -- IT 

-- On the job (OJT) 

-- Training camps  
Intelligence 
 

• Sources 

  -- OSINT 

  -- Radical circles 

• Methods 

  -- HUMINT adaptations 

   

Internal Security    (Strictly connected to clandestine nature of terrorism) 

 

• Access to information (plans, operations, etc.) based upon need to know 

• Access to weapons and equipment based on operational needs 

• Access to facilities based on operational and logistical needs 

• Cover  (including documents and activities) 

• Internal use of pseudonyms  

• Meeting procedures  

• Movement procedures 

• Counter-surveillance  
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• Testing of militants and potential recruits   (Loyalty and aptitudes) 

• Secure communications 

 

Communications 

 

• Internal 

-- Cut-outs 

  -- Dead drops 

Note: Electronic means are not secure. 

• External 

-- Propaganda 

 > Includes “by deed” 

 > Includes disinformation 

-- Responsibility claims 

  > Do not violate clandestine nature of terrorism    

  > Often not issued 

  > Various methods 

   >> Immediate 

   >> Belated 

   >> Cumulative 

   >> Progressive 

   >> Implicit 

   >> False flag 

-- Proclamations 

-- Theoretical tracts  (Ideological statements and socio-political analyses) 

  -- Solidarity statements 

   > Include false co-responsibility claims  

 

Logistics and Finance 

 

• Sectors 

  -- Documents 

  -- Infrastructures 

  -- Supplies 

  -- Communications equipment 
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  -- Arms and ammunition   

-- Transportation  

  -- Medical care 

  -- Funds 

• Procurement and production 

  -- Internal sources and capabilities  

> Contributions of group members 

   > Thefts and armed robberies  

> Extortion  

>> Kidnappings for ransom 

>> Revolutionary taxes   

>> Patriotic taxes 

>> Certain forms of narco-terrorism 

>Parallel business ventures 

>> Both lawful and unlawful  

> Joint self-financing operations with kindred groups 

   > Forgeries 

   > Fraudulent manipulations  

-- External sources 

   > Organized crime on commercial terms 

   > Witting and unwitting charities   (Dual purpose charities) 

   > Ideological patrons 

> Sponsor states  

 

Sources of Support 

 

• Loosely structured radical circles 

• Extra-parliamentary parties, movements, and organizations  
• Agents of influence  

• Sponsor states  

-- Precarious relationship between sponsors and sponsored 

   > Ultimate (and often intermediate ) ends do not necessarily coincide 
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-- Role of sponsor states  

> Operational involvement 

> Direct support 

> General support 

  -- Forms of sponsorship/support/assistance 

   > Political and diplomatic 

> Logistics in general    (Weapons, equipment, etc) 

   > Financing 

> Training 

   > Physical basing / safe haven / sanctuary / asylum 

> Transit  

   > Documents 

 

Captivity Rules 

 

• Continuing commitment to the “cause” and "struggle" 
• Resistance in courts and prisons  

 -- Refusal to cooperate with authorities 

 -- Disturbances and recruitment 

 -- Hunger strikes and no-wash campaigns 

• Contacts with free militants 

  -- Conduits 

   > Politicized defense attorneys 

   > Sympathetic associations 

   > Supportive family members 

 

Potential Structural and Operational Weaknesses 

 
 • Clandestine structures and dynamics 

  -- Double-edged dagger 

  -- Require discipline, commitment, and ability to cope with stress 

• Security rules 

  -- Application must be constant 

  -- No room for exceptions or relaxation 
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• Internal dissent and schisms    (Factors: strategies, personalities, etc.) 

  -- Must be foreclosed 

• Mood and reactions of supporters and sympathizers 

  -- Must always be gauged by the terrorist core 

• Precarious relationship with sponsor states, when and where sponsorship is present 

• Indiscriminate or excessive recruitment   

  -- Can affect command, control, and operations 

  -- Risk of recruiting “last-minute revolutionaries” 

• Personnel renewal 

  -- Constitutes a parallel challenge 

• Biological laws 

  -- Age and fatigue 

• Failure to achieve more advanced stages of unconventional conflict 

• Failure to achieve political, politico-religious, or politico-social objectives 

• Degeneration of the cause or other deviations  
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3.  Constants and Variables 
   

Interrogatives 

 

• Has the new world order (or disorder) changed the substance and manifestations of 
terrorism? 

• Has  religious fundamentalism supplanted the traditional political factor behind 
terrorism? 

• Is there a tendency toward catastrophic terrorism? 

• Is terrorism today more widely spread than in the past? 

• Is terrorism today characterized by greater spontaneity and lesser hierarchy? 

 

A Case Study in Constants and Variables: 11 September 2001   (Climax point to date) 

 

• International terrorism  

• Politico-religious motivation  

• Sponsorship 

• Hijacking 

• Destruction of aircraft 

• Coordinated and simultaneous attacks 

• Target typology 

• Suicide attack 

• Absence of or belated responsibility claim 

• Use of aircraft as bomb 

• Number of casualties 

• Extent of material damage 

• Psychological impact  
 

 
Note:  “9/11” reflects the adoption, adaptation, and harmonization of time-tested techniques and 
procedures or of already conceived but failed techniques and procedures. It also reflects the 
importance of antecedents for analytical and preventive purposes. 
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4.  Terrorism Indicators 
 
Note:  These indicators constitute an adaptation of classical battlefield indications-and-warning 
intelligence criteria to unconventional conflict. 
 
Prerequisite 
 
Knowledge of both area of interest and area of operations (Relevance of strategic intelligence) 
 
Indicators 
 
• Identify exploitable societal conditions. 
 
• Determine the presence of one or more radical subcultures. 
 
• Monitor subversive agitation. 
 
• Analyze ideological tracts and responsibility claims to identify ultimate goals and intermediate 
objectives. 
 
• Record systematically all terrorist incidents to establish modus operandi. 
 
• Determine the structure of terrorist groups to assess capabilities. 
 
• Identify overt and semi-covert support organizations, movements, and networks. 
 
• Verify the presence of international linkages with kindred foreign groups and/or sponsor 
states. 
 
• Probe exploitable terrorist structural and operational weaknesses and failures. 
 
• Determine the type and extent of terrorism-counteraction assistance available from the 
governments of allied and friendly states.  
 
Note:  Although conceptually consequential, these indicators usually require nearly concurrent 
application, particularly if multiple and separate groups account for subversive agitation, 
terrorism or both.  
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5.  Terrorism Counteraction 
 
Objectives 
 

• Prevention 
-- Including deterrence and prediction 

• Repression 
• Consequence management 

 
Fundamental Considerations in Democracies 
 

• Constitutional dictates 
• Rule of law 
• Human rights 

 
Policy Options 
 

• Uncompromising containment measures and initiatives intended to preserve security 
• Balancing security and other significant – not vital – interests 
• Forcefulness mitigated by constructive engagement 

Note: Distinction between negotiations and concessions 
 
Components   
 

• Anti-terrorism:  Passive / defensive measures 
• Counter-terrorism:  Active / offensive measures 
 

Basic Principles 
 

• Clear statement of counteraction policy and directives  
• Absence of ambiguous or contradictory initiatives 
• Negotiations, not concessions 
• Standing hierarchical organization with lead agency responsibilities as appropriate 
• Concrete, fully coordinated, and mutually supportive measures 
• Contingency and crisis management planning 
• No single instrument to be considered paramount 

 
Instruments   (Ordinary and extraordinary) 
 

• Intelligence  
  -- Collection, collation, evaluation 

> Various methods and limitations 
  -- Threat analysis  
   > Intentions and capabilities 

> Indicators 
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• Specialized training for security personnel at various levels 

  -- Basic 
  -- Advanced 
  -- Specific focus 

• Security education  to enhance passive measures and cooperation 
  -- Public at large   (Promotion of  awareness) 
  -- Business    (Exploitation of specific capabilities) 

 -- Media   (Prevention of security leaks and disinformation)  
• Physical security  
 -- Categories 

> Installation security   (Particularly critical infrastructure) 
   >> Production industries 
   >> Service industries 
   >> Sustenance and health 
   >> Governmental facilities 

   > Document security 
   > Personnel security   
    >> Including VIP protection 
   > Communications security 
   > Operations security 

 -- Measures 
  > Protection levels, barriers, surveillance, access control, etc. 
• Border and migration control 
• Law enforcement   
• Diplomacy   (Autonomously or in support of other instruments) 

  -- Demarches 
  -- International conferences, summits, declarations, agreements, and measures 
 • Bilateral and multilateral cooperation 
  -- Intelligence cooperation   (Intelligence sharing)  
  -- Law enforcement  cooperation 

-- Judicial cooperation 
-- Harmonization of legislation   (E.g., EU initiatives) 
-- Extradition procedures 

  -- Emergency relief cooperation 
  -- Liaison     (Including foreign postings)  

 -- Sharing of expertise    (Including consultancy and training) 
 -- Provision of equipment 
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• International treaties 

  -- Aircraft and airports 
  -- Maritime navigation 
  -- Internationally protected persons 
  -- Nuclear material 
  -- Plastic explosives 
  -- Funding 

• Economic and non-economic sanctions against sponsors and fronts  
  -- Unilateral 
  -- Multilateral 

• Psychological Operations 
-- Exploitation of terrorist weaknesses 
-- Countering terrorist propaganda and recruitment 
-- To be conducted by specifically trained personnel 

• Adapting institutions and procedures to terrorist developments 
 -- Within the bounds of legality and respect for human rights 

• Military assets and force 
  -- Unilateral or multilateral intervention  

-- Suitable instrument for specific contingencies, including consequence 
management 

-- Caveats 
   > Does not normally solve root problem 
   > Can be in some ways counterproductive 
   > Not to be discounted a priori 

• Covert action 
  -- Suitable to complement other instruments under specific circumstances 

 > Particularly symbiotic relationship with psy-ops  
-- Requires careful planning 
--  Options  

   > Unofficial contacts 
> Infiltration 

     >> More practical at periphery 
     >> Caveats 
     >>> Legal constraints 
     >>> Practical constraints 
    > Cooption 

 > Payment of rewards 
   > Renditions 

 > Surgical strikes 
 -- Caveats: Same considerations as in military action 
 

Terrorism Counteraction Challenges Domestically and Internationally 
 

• Clandestine nature of terrorism 
• Geographically widespread presence of terrorism 
• Need for timely and accurate information 
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• Danger of faulty analysis 
• Manpower and funding 
• Intelligence sharing limitations  
• Cooperation and coordination between domestic services or agencies  
• Cooperation and coordination between foreign services or agencies 
• Heterogeneous legal systems 
• Differing perceptions of terrorist threat   
• Differing approaches to counteraction 
• Differing national interests 
• Human dimension factors: Complacency, boredom, error 


